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Abstract
At present, the critical computations of real-time systems are guaranteed before run-time by performing a worst-case
analysis of the system's timing and resource requirements. The result is that real-time systems are engineered to have
spare capacity, under normal operation. A challenge of current research is to make use of this spare capacity, in order to
satisfy requirements for adaptivity in the system. Adaptivity can be implemented by optional computations with ®rm
deadlines, which can be guaranteed at run-time by the use of ¯exible scheduling. This report assumes that the algorithms
which attempt to guarantee optional computations at run-time, actually run on the same processor as the optional and
critical computations themselves. The report starts with a brief survey of the complex requirements for adaptivity within
real-time systems. Such requirements can include task hierarchies composed of interdependent subtasks each with its
own utility. Evidence is cited which indicates that the run-time support for a computational model which supports all
such requirements, would incur overheads so large, that little spare capacity would remain for the optional computations themselves. Following this, the report presents a constrained computational model, which, it is claimed, could be
cost-eectively supported at run-time. The model is nevertheless general enough to satisfy many of the requirements for
adaptivity. The constrained model uses Best Eort Admissions Policy to arbitrate between three categories of optional
computation, each with its own utility level. The viability of the constrained model is demonstrated by simulation
studies which compare the performance of the model to that of First-Come-First-Served Admissions Policy. Ó 2000
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1. Introduction
According to Stankovic [14] the next generation
of real-time systems will be more complex and
capable of adaptivity, as well as meeting their time
constraints for mission and safety-critical
functions. Currently, the critical functions of realtime systems are guaranteed before run-time by
performing a worst-case analysis of the system's
timing and resource requirements. The result is
that real-time systems are engineered to have spare
capacity, under normal operation. The work of
this report focuses on using the spare processing capacity to provide adaptivity within the
system.
Liu [8] has divided real-time computations into
those which are mandatory and those which are
optional. Mandatory computations, for example
critical tasks, must be guaranteed before run-time.
In contrast, optional computations can provide
adaptivity and need not be guaranteed before
run-time. However, optional computations may
have ®rm deadlines which means that, although
missing such deadlines is not catastrophic, it could
result in a signi®cant loss of utility to the system.
Liu describes [9] how optional computations can
be used in the implementation of techniques
which support adaptivity, such as Imprecise Computations, Sieve Functions, Multiple Versions,
etc.
Optional computations can be scheduled, and
even guaranteed, at run-time, by methods of ¯exible scheduling. The Spring project [15] supports
¯exible scheduling by allowing optional computations to be guaranteed, on-line, on the node on
which they arise. If this is not possible, then attempts can be made to guarantee the optional
computations on other nodes of the system. An
algorithm used to guarantee the schedulability of
optional computations is called a guarantee algorithm. A guarantee algorithm ascertains whether a

given optional computation can be scheduled
within its deadline, according to whatever scheduling policy (e.g. Deadline Monotonic Scheduling
[1]) is in force.
Each optional computation may be associated
with a value called its utility. This value gives a
measure of the service which the computation
provides for the system when it has completed.
Admission policies may be used to arbitrate between optional computation which are competing
to be guaranteed, and have dierent utilities. An
example of an admission policy is Best Eort [10]
in which an optional computation of high utility
may abort optional computations of lower utility,
in order that the high utility computation may be
guaranteed.
Flexible scheduling can require run-time support which incurs prohibitive overheads when
executed on the same processor as the mandatory
and optional computations themselves (see
Section 3). Previous research eorts [13,16] have
used specialised or additional hardware in order to
reduce the eect of these overheads. This report
presents a dierent approach by arguing that the
run-time support for ¯exible scheduling can be
made to perform cost-eectively on a conventional processor which also runs mandatory and
optional computations. This is achieved by the
adoption of a constrained computational model,
which reduces the overheads required for run-time
support.
Section 2 reviews some of the complex application requirements for adaptivity (such as task
hierarchies with interdependent subtasks) which
optional computations could support. Section 3
provides evidence that the provision of complex
run-time support for such requirements would incur prohibitive overheads. Subsequent sections
discuss and evaluate the constrained computational model which reduces the overheads of runtime support.

